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Motivation & Background
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1) They assume that the film consists of many areas, which 

have independent switching dynamics. 

2) The switching in an area is considered to be triggered by 

an act of the reverse domain nucleation. 

3) The switching kinetics is described in terms of the 

distribution function of the nucleation probabilities in these 

areas. 

Kolmogorov-Avrami-Ishibashi (KAI) model Non-KAI model

Nucleation-limited-switching (NLS) model

▪ the classical theory of nucleation 

and growth of reversed domains.

➢ focused on the statistics of nucleation➢ focused on the statistics of domain coalescence



Experimental

Sample information:

➢ PZT films of (111)-orientation grown on Pt (111) bottom 

electrode by chemical solution deposition.

➢ The films with Zr/Ti ratio of 40/60 contained dopants including 

Ca, Sr, and La.

➢ Thickness ~ 135 nm, 15 by 15 μm IrOx top electrodes.

• Intervals t1 = 1s, 

• t2 = 50ns, amplitude for pulse 1,2,4 is 5V

• t3, ranged from 10 ns to 0.5 s, for voltage 

amplitudes of 0.6, 0.9, 1.35, 2.2, 3, and 5 V

❖ Sequence of voltage pulses used for 

measurements of the switching polarization

I. The role of pulse 1 was to define the polarization state 

of the film. 

II. Since pulse 2 had the same polarity as pulse 1, the 

current response corresponding to pulse 2 determined 

the non-switching polarization. 

III. Pulse 3 switched polarization partially or completely 

depending on its amplitude and width. 

IV. Pulse 4 measured the polarization switched by pulse 3. 

❖ Switching polarization as a function of 

switching time, for different voltages
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Model for Switching Kinetics – review KAI model

The basic idea  of KAI model 

• FE domains have been initiated from independent 

nucleation centers, unrestrictedly grow under the 

action of the applied electric field.

• At early stages of switching, the appeared domains 

grow without overlapping, so that the volume where 

the polarization is reversed can be found as the 

sum of those of the individual domains.

KAI model fitting Experimental results

contradict

❑ In terms of the KAI model one nucleus, in principle, 

can provide switching of the whole sample. 

❑ The switching occurs region-by-region, and the 

switching in a region does not necessarily lead to 

the subsequent switching of the neighboring ones 

as is expected according to the KAI model.



Model for Switching Kinetics

➢ First type, in large enough elementary regions, which contain a large number of 

nucleation centers, the switching kinetics should obey the KAI model.

➢ Second type, in regions containing only a few nucleation centers,  a very different 

type of the switching kinetics takes place. The total contribution of the second 

type of regions is controlled by the statistics of virtually independent 

switching of these regions
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Two types of switching kinetics 

▪ We call these elementary regions, where 

the switching is provided by the domains 

nucleated at centers belonging to this region.



Model for Switching Kinetics

Assumptions of NLS model
i. The film is presented as an ensemble of elementary region.

ii. The switching of an elementary region occurs once a domain 

of reversed polarization is nucleated in the region.

iii. Time needed for switching of an elementary region is equal to 

the waiting time for the first nucleation, i.e., the time needed 

for filling the region with the expanding domain is neglected 

compared to the waiting time.

iv. The distribution of the waiting times for the ensemble of the 

elementary regions is smooth and exponentially broad, i.e., 

covering many decades.

• Ƭi as the typical waiting time of the elementary region (i), 

• 1/Ƭi being the nucleation rate in the region 

• and γi=Si /<Si> for the ratio of the area of region (i) Si to the 

average area <Si> of elementary regions in the film.

• The fraction of the volume of the ferroelectric switched by 

time t, p(t) is given by the obvious relation

Boundary condition NNS=N0 at t=0

➢ N0 is the total number of the 

elementary regions in the film

𝑁𝑁𝑆 = 𝑁0ⅇ
− Τ𝑡 𝜏Leads to

identical to the prediction of KAI model for the 

case of one-dimensional domain growth
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the NLS model comprises a distribution of Ƭi and γi

（5）

• The special case of this problem where the elementary 

regions are identical, i.e., all Ƭi and all Si are equal.

• the classical decay equation for the number of non-

switched areas NNS

Since the waiting time enters the exponent of this expression, 

averaging over its broad distribution is decisive for our problem. For 

this reason, addressing in this paper the main trends of the 

phenomenon, we neglect with the logarithmic accuracy the 

correlation between the distributions of Ƭi and γi

Replace by

approximation

The special case 



Model for Switching Kinetics

❑ Approximation widely used in the theory of disordered systems

the distribution function g(z) meets 

the normalizing condition

the step function 

centered at z=z0



Application of the NLS Model

a distribution function of the waiting times, which is 

flat for z lying between z1 and z2

out of this region, decays as 1/z2, the rate of the decay 

being controlled by parameter Γ 



Application of the NLS Model

❑ The observed switching kinetics can be described in 

terms of the NLS model where the spectrum of the 

waiting times of the elementary regions rapidly 

shrinks with increasing applied voltage

(11)

fitting



Summary 
1. The NLS model suggests that the switching in thin films is 

limited by the nucleation of reversed domains rather than by 

the sideway motion of domain walls.

2. As a result, in the NLS model the polarization response is 

controlled by a distribution of relaxation (waiting) time whereas 

a unique-relaxation-time kinetics is inherent to the KAI model.

3. An increase of the field results in a shrinkage of the spectrum.
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